
Daniel Alves Lima
> software developer | front-end | web and mobile | +3y experience ( and counting )

SKILLS

React
React Native
Typescript | Javascript
Html + Css | Scss
Styled Components | Tailwind | 
Bootstrap | Mui

Node
Express | Nest
GraphQL | Rest
Php | Lavravel | symfony
PostgresSQL
Firebase | Supabase | MongoDB

Figma | Adobe XD | Photoshop
Git & Github | Gitlab | GitBucket ( GIT 
FLOW )
Design System / Atomic Design Building 
xp
Scrum | Agile methodology

RELEVANT PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE ( SINCE 2020 )
Cyrela - Front-end

Building and planning software on the web and mobile, in order to 
make life easier for clients and brokers.
Web and Cross-plataform mobile front-end development with 
React Native .

   HTML + CSS JAVASCRIPT REACT REACT-NATIVE

  M.U.I STYLED-COMPONENTS NEXT

Uol ( Edtech ) - Front-end

Working with application development for the main companies in 
Brazil, like Santander, Banco do Brasil, Tim, Claro, Americanas, 
Magalu... etc
SASS JQUERY    HTML + CSS JAVASCRIPT SCORM

Boostech & Logsmart - Full-stack

Software Houses to Logistic Warenhouses
+10 web and native apps (Mobile), being a fullstack developer 
and the main UX / UI Designer.
Help and increase the Logistics area and are helping more than 
100 users and operators in Warenhouses.
PHP LARAVEL    HTML + CSS JAVASCRIPT

 BOOTSTRAP POSTGRESQL REACT VUE3 VUETIFY

Fpass ( Holding ) - Full-stack

Fintech + EdTech
Fpass is a Lifelong Learning ecosystem with the purpose of 
transforming education.
Website : https://www.fpass.com.br
REACT STYLED-COMPONENTS   HTML + CSS

  TYPESCRIPT FIREBASE NEST NODE

Freelancer & OpenSource & ONG Help

As a  I've done several Landing Pages and worked on projects with all my knowledge, maybe i can help you in your team ! Freelancer Send me 
 . As a  I’ve collaborate in all projects that I judge helpfull for the society, a e-mail or a dm on Twitter OpenSource contributor and ONG helper

actually there are +10 projects in that way .

Educational

I was a  at the University of Vale do Paraíba (UNIVAP), currently I am in the 5th period . And I am a Computer Engineering student Computer 
 at Universidade Anhembi Morumbi, currently I am in the 6th period with conclusion in the end of 2023. I also studied English for Science student

4 years at the Yazigi school, obtaining an advanced level in the English language, which enabled me to speak professionally today in my current 
company with several collaborators and clients around the world. I have Basic Spanish and Brazilian Portuguese as my native language.

Contact-me

My portfólio :  Github :  Linkedin : https://bolodissenoura.github.io/daniellimae/ https://github.com/bolodissenoura https://www.linkedin.com/in
 WhatsApp : +55 (12)988990193/daniel-lima-b53090200/
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